The children increased their social and creative skills,
and developed their confidence and self-esteem. Feedback has been extremely positive and users and
parents are looking forward to our upcoming Summer
project.
The grant went towards costs of premises, cleaning,
materials, refreshments, trips, sports, salaries for the
Co-ordinators, Play workers and staff members, as well
as gifts for the 70 youth volunteers who greatly benefited from the experience. The funding ensured that the
play scheme ran smoothly with exciting activities to
keep the children lively and in high spirits! We thank
you for giving the children this opportunity which they
otherwise would not have had.

Little Madams!
Shoshanim—Memories
Easter/Pre Pesach Playscheme ‘17

Feedback:
Staff, parents and children filled in surveys on how they felt the project
went, what they would like to see next time and any other comments or
suggestions. Photos were taken during all events and samples of crafts
were kept for records. All surveys were filed and evaluated to ensure
we offer the services needed by the beneficiaries.
Mrs C Schlesinger commented "My children were on a high, we do not
take your wonderful service for granted, it improves my childrens lives
in many ways. Thank you!”
Mrs L Hertz commented: It is moving to see how so many different children come together to have a good time. The staff are dedicated and
truly give the children so much.”

You enabled 100’s of children to have new
opportunities and memorable
memories, as well as allowing them to
develop during their
Easter holidays.
This enabled them to return refreshed and
invigorated for the new term.

M. Potash aged 8 said “I love Shoshanim, I want Shoshanim to be all
year round, I have loads of new friends and we will continue to be
friends now even if Shoshanim is finished. Please put my photo into the
next newsletter”

126 Castlewood Road, London N15 6BE
Bracha, our office nurse,
together with her carer,
decorating her vase and
posing with pride at her final achievement!
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We are delighted to share with you about our
Easter Holidays/Pre Pesach “memories” Experience, which your support made possible! It
catered for 500 socially isolated and financially disadvantaged children and young people from Hackney & Haringey, Barnet including children and
volunteers with moderate
to severe special needs / disabilities. We ran
at 153 Stamford Hill. The project was run by
45 dedicated staff members and 70 Youth
volunteers who gave of their time to assist in
the design, planning and running of the project. The theme brought joy and warmth to
everyone! We learnt that if each one uses
their time wisely great heights can be
achieved.
We enjoyed competition,
song/dance/drama & crafts workshops, sports,
day trips, fun fair event and more..
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Speaker Mrs Channa Klien, who inspired the
children according to the Playschemes theme,
teaching them to be accepting and respecting
of everyone regardless of countries of origin,
cultures and background. She emphasised how
we all have what to contribute and share and
we make a great team when we are from diverse backgrounds yet all inclusive. Children
then enjoyed a visual presentation accompanied by songs. They then watched a puppet
show prepared by the volunteers on the theme
of
“travelling the world!. There was also lots
of happy singing and acting performances by
the eager participants.

Youth Volunteering Programme: The 70 youth volunteers assisted in planning and designing the project. During
the project they were staff assistants, did admin and office
work and ran communal projects as well as introduced the
motto with musical movement. They planned the warm up
social, designed and taught the motto and organised the ice
breakers. The success of the play scheme was due to their
dedication. They gained invaluable work experience, developed social skills and learnt how to work with each other
and the children as a team. This boosted their selfconfidence,
instilled a sense ofProgramme:
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and as a team. This boosted their selfconfidence and instilled a sense of responsibility for their community, as well as enhanced their CV’s.

